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Stainless Steel Sinks
Hand Sinks

Multi-Compartment Sinks

Specialty Sinks

Non-NSF Sinks

Faucets

Accessories


View All Sinks


Stainless Steel Tables
Work & Prep Tables


Specialty Tables & Equipment Stands
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Stainless Steel Dish Tables
Clean Dish Tables


Soiled Dish Tables




Accessories
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Stainless Steel Cabinets
Hinged Doors


Sliding Doors


No Doors





View All Cabinets


We can customize nearly all of our products to your specific needs!
Learn More

Browse All Products


Stainless Steel Shelves & Pot Racks
All Shelves

Pot and Utensil Racks


View All Shelves & Pot Racks
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Aero Millwork
AERO is now able to be your full back and front-of-house provider (steel fabrication are for kitchen, plumbing and the millwork covers the detailed, accents and touches that customers get to see. A One stop shop of sorts!
Visit Aero Millwork Website
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Wayne Phillips
President & CEO
Aero Manufacturing




A Legacy of Innovation

Founded in 1946 by my grandfather Bernie, a Hungarian sheet metal mechanic, Aero Manufacturing started as a general sheet metal shop specializing in ventilation equipment. In 1956, my father Jerry, a Korean war veteran and mechanical engineer, joined the Aero team.  He used first-generation computer technology to introduce production assembly fabrication to Aero, and began producing stainless steel foodservice equipment.
As the third generation in my family to join Aero, I am honored to continue the legacy of innovation. We’ve evolved into an industry leader in the manufacture of commercial and consumer stainless steel products, including cabinets, sinks, shelving and tables and custom fabrication. Originally started in a 1,700 sq. foot general sheet metal shop, we are now headquartered in a 150,000 square foot facility on a 5-½ acre campus in Clifton, NJ, with an office in Savannah, TN facility that is 56,000 square feet. These expansions have exponentially increased our stainless steel fabrication capabilities, and Aero Manufacturing is positioned to continue growing.





The Cutting Edge in Stainless Steel Manufacturing

We do not rest on our laurels and continue to invest in the latest technologies in solid modeling, robotics, and lasers to keep Aero Manufacturing on the cutting edge of our industries.




The Best Lead Times and Pricing
Aero is proud to lead the stainless steel fabrication industry in lead times and pricing. That is thanks in large part to the state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies in our facilities.



Large Ready Inventory
We stock thousands of standard stainless steel products for immediate shipment, making Aero the top choice for large providers of commercial stainless steel equipment buyers across the U.S.



Advanced Millwork
Aero is the premier quality manufacturer of custom counters and woodworking for the food service industry from our specialized state-of-the-art facility.





A Commitment to Customer Satisfaction

Our experience and commitment to customer satisfaction is the reason why professionals across a broad range of industries have come to rely on Aero Manufacturing for their stainless steel needs, including:

Food Service


Healthcare


Education


Residential


Governmental


Architectural


Construction


Clean Room


Industrial Environments









Any Size Project? Yes.
We are one of the few manufacturers in the U.S. which is able to produce custom fabricated stainless steel products to fit any size project. Our experienced project managers and designers will work with you to make sure your custom stainless steel product is exactly what your project needs, and our manufacturing team will make sure that it meets your specifications.  We personally oversee our day-to-day business to ensure that all of our customers, big and small, are 100% satisfied with our product and our service.





U.
S.
A.

Built in the U.S.A.



Headquartered in a 150,000 square foot facility on a 5-½ acre campus in Clifton, New Jersey, Aero Manufacturing stocks thousands of standard products for immediate shipment. In addition to our wide variety of stock solutions, we specialize in creating custom cabinets, sinks, tables, and everything else your company needs in the stainless steel industrial arena.







Our Green Policy

We also firmly believe that protecting the environment is everyone’s responsibility, and we have actively implemented green business practices across all aspects of our company. Click the button below to find out more about our eco-friendly manufacturing practices.
Discover Our Green Policy





More than a Partner, Your “Go To” Fabricator



We understand that you have a choice of who to partner with.  Aero will do everything possible to make sure that we are your “go to” fabricator. Please contact us to let us know how we can help you make your current project a reality with stainless steel. We look forward to hearing from you.
Download Our Corporate Overview
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Contact Us






Toll Free: 800.631.8378

Phone: 973.473.5300

Fax: 973.473.3794





General: sales@aeromfg.com





Facebook: @aerostainless

Twitter: @aerostainless

LinkedIn: /aeromanufacturing
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